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CLARIN 2022 submissions

• **16 December 2021**: First call published and submission system open
• **29 April 2022**: Extended submission deadline
• **30 June 2022**: Notifications of acceptance
• **2 September 2022**: Camera-read version

• 21 abstracts submitted (40 in 2021, 40 in 2020; both virtual)
CLARIN 2022 review process

• 24 PC members +
  6 external reviewers invited by PC:
  - Dimitrios Galanis, Maria Gavrilidou (GR), Paweł Kamocki (DE), Adriaan Lemmens (BE),
    Noémi Ligeti-Nagy (HU), Juan Steyn (ZA)

• Three reviews per submission

• 16 papers accepted (76%): lower acceptance rate, but high quality
Themes of the papers

• First day:
  - Language resources and CLARIN centres (3 papers)
• Second day:
  - Tools and workflows (6 papers)
  - Legal Questions (1 paper)
• Third day:
  - Curation of Language Resources (3 papers)
  - Research cases (3 papers)
Invited talks

• First day:
  - Peter Leinen, Germany National Library: Enabling Digital Research - The German National Library as Part of a (National) Research Infrastructure

• Second day:
  - Barbara Plank, LMU Munich: Is Human Label Variation Really So Bad for AI?

• Third day:
  - Ariane Nabeth-Halber, ViaDialog: 100 Years of Speech recognition, the Data Fork and the Conversational Challenge. Stories from Today’s Speech Industry
Highlighted items in the programme

• First day:
  - Panel „CLARIN and Libraries“
  - SSH Open Cluster: Life after SSHOC

• Second day:
  - Teaching with CLARIN
  - PhD student session
  - Bazaar

• Third day:
  - Panel „CLARIN and Other SSH Platforms“
Enjoy the rest of the conference!